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Abstract

The research main question comes from the observation of the construction phase of
landscape architecture interventions, from private gardens to public parks planned and
realized in the south part of Switzerland, as an opportunity to think about ground
movements connected to the realization of projects that deal with changes of the site’s
surface and ground transformations inside landscape.
The first step of the investigation is indeed a critical recognition, through photographs,
short descriptions and topographical drawings , that interprets both the physical and the
inspirational aspects of a number of earthworks, resulting from the excavations for
buildings foundations, from land leveling processes and embankments or, most of all,
from the inert waste relocation inside depots. In particular the investigation scrutinize
their effects inside everyday perceived and familiar landscape, to finally question how
today, beyond economic concerns, earth management practices and soil resources
assessments, environmental and sustainability programs on a global and on a local
scale, this earthworks could enter the design process.
The critical observation proceeds together with the construction of a theoretical
framework, from the founding meaning of re-shaping the land with earth, moving through
Dinocrate, Vitruvio and Leon Battista Alberti, Gottifried Semper, Robert Smithson or
John Latham and the shifting of the significance of ground inside ecological urbanism
and environmental landscape design, up to examine more technical literature that
underlines the fundamental role of advanced technological approaches and normative
aspects about moving earth inside construction sites. The overview of on-going
infrastructural projects, like the Alptransit railway, that imply complex building sites,
allows the observation of great earth movements and becomes a chance to sight, inside
broad and heterogeneous environments, how it is possible to relocate, reuse and recycle
earth.
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Figure 1. Earthwork deposited in the building site

Moving Ground
From infrastructural construction sites to landscape
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Foreword
Synthesis of the research structure
The research is addressed to the investigation of moving ground action and its founding,
relevant role inside landscape architecture discipline, chiefly reflecting on contemporary
complex construction sites and on the design solutions based on earth coming from the
realization of big infrastructural interventions.
According to John R. Stilgoe, the etymology of the word “Landscape” recalls the earth
shovelled and shaped for human life (Stilgoe, 2015: IX). This interpretation of the
meaning of the root of the word, as defined in the Indo-European tradition, gives an
enlightening significance to a discipline, through which we unceasingly re-think our
evolving and living ground.
The on-going PhD research process, at the moment, is composed by different interlaced
chapters, in order to define a suitable operating method.
The first part is organized around a critical acknowledgement of the topic:
. an introductive observation of landscape through photographs and descriptive texts
(fig.1) that constitutes an initial recognition of both the physical and inspirational aspects
of earthworks, between “retentissement”, memory and imagination (Bachelard, 1975:
19), in particular interpreting the ground movements meaning inside the expanded field
of landscape architecture (Krauss, 1979) and their effects in the contemporary perceived
intimate landscape (Kentridge, 2014: 69-98) .
. An investigation on the construction phases of design interventions planned and
realized in the south part of Switzerland (fig.2), in which it becomes clear the practice of
excavation, embankment and dislocation of spoils within the Tessin region, where the
produced inert waste can reach a volume of about 1.5 million of cubic meters in a single
year. How can architecture give form to these earthworks? The analysis evidences how,
most of the time, the usual dislocation and deposit procedures are omitted and excluded
from the architectural creative process and design phase: the rearrangement of
contemporary earthworks indeed involves mostly environmental engineers rather than
landscape architect, as, among other things, current environmental regulation about soil
and inert waste management ( LPAmb, OTR, OSiti...) demonstrates.
. An attempt to define a theoretical framework composed of literature and reference
projects (fig. 3) and to outline, through it, an existing dialectic interplay between the
historical, symbolic and founding meanings of ground movements inside landscape and
more technical-technological issues about contemporary ground-based actions (digging,
shaping, dredging, grading, dumping, levelling, recycling, reusing...), passing trough the
concepts of Historical Ground in landscape (Dixon Hunt, 2014), of Earthworks (Flam,
1996: 177-187) and of Drosscapes (Berger, 2006: 36).
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The second part, which particularly concerns projects, constitutes the current argument
of the investigation and the possible topic of the Ca2re Ghent presentation, is at the
same time oriented:
. toward a detailed analysis of excavated earth management, disposal and reuse
projects and
. toward a research by drawings about landscapes that deal with latencies and changes
of the sites’ surface -“the Lie of the Land” (Dixon Hunt, 2016: 1-14)- in relation with the
AlpTransit intervention. The essence of drawing re-discovers the latent potentialities of
the site, renewing sense and meaning of its history by an intention of “constructed
genealogy”, facing the future (Tafuri, 1990 : 8). Topographical drawings (fig. 4) serve as
a tools to “trace praxis” (Leaterbarrow, 2004: 251) of ground movements inside
landscape before, during and after the realization of the infrastructure, focusing both on
a territorial and on a smaller scale and searching for a middle ground between the
extremes of abstract interpretations and of contextual thoughts, between mode of seeing
and objectivity. Visual representation therefore can function as a form of design
research, introducing a different kind of knowledge: an epistemological contribution that
supplements and enriches our understanding of science, nature and architecture
(Agrest, 2018: 9) and introduces new compositional urgencies.
Expected outcomes
The research aims to witness landscapes as processes rather than immobile places,
where the movement of the earth excavated from an infrastructural intervention should
lead to renewed landscape design approaches that lies between a resignification of
ecology (environmental approach), technology (topological approach) and ethos (culturscapes approach).

Earthworks
Monumental ground movements
Building sites are places of production of inert waste, but also chances to experience,
inside a landscape design context, how to reuse and to recycle earth. Nevertheless, as
seen during the observation of small to medium landscape interventions, the fragmented
nature of the C&D (construction and demolition) practices, the standardized procedures
and the lack of geographical and temporal overlap between different ground activities
make quite difficult to implement the rethink and reuse of debris at a significant design
level.
The study of infrastructural interventions that deeply affects landscape, by contrast,
allows the observation of great earth movements inside challenging construction
processes, which often should anticipate and clarify design strategies and policies in a
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concrete and strategic way, leading to a broader awareness of the prominence of the
topic and of the suitable architectural instruments to deal with.
AlpTransit
The Alps region, placed at the hearth of Europe, connects Italy, Switzerland, Germany,
France, Liechtenstein, Austria, Slovenia and Hungary.
To overcome the difficult, mountainous topography, since the XVIII century it has started
a “tunnelling Alps” activity that has never ceased to proceed. As a result, today only in
Switzerland there are around 2000 km of tunnelled traffic and water connections
(Anagnostou and Ehrbar, 2016: 6), while the European Union is fostering the
development of the Trans-European Transport Network. In the Alpine arc, indeed, six
HSR lines (Genoa-Marseille, Milan-Lyon, Genoa-Basel, Genoa-Zurich, Verona-Munich,
Venice-Vienna) are at the moment under construction.
Among them, the recent monumental project of the New Rail Link through the Alps
(NRLA) is now in the final completion stage and consists of the Lötschberg tunnel,
inaugurated in 2007 (about 35 km long) and the Gotthard axis, made by three important
tunnels: the Ceneri Base Tunnel in the southern part (about 15km long, scheduled to be
operational in 2020), the Zimmerberg Base Tunnel in the northern section (total length
20km) and the Gotthard Base Tunnel (57km long), inaugurated in 2016.
The inspiring, strong relationship between mountainous regions and streets, railways,
tunnels, has already been the object of several investigations, that have highlighted the
existing critical connection between infrastructure, territory and strong formal
architectural interventions (Frampton and Bergossi, 2008), or between the imaginary,
mythical alpine landscape and its implications on the collective identity, as in the case of
the Gotthard massif (Burkhalter and Sumi, 2016), or the connection between rough,
uneven topographies and great technological-engineering challenges (Conzett, 2010). In
particular, during the 90s it was consulted a trans-disciplinary group to reflect on how to
include landscape into the upcoming design of the infrastructure of AlpTransit,
questioning most of all the possible “windows” of the open sections of the new rail line
toward the countryside, the natural valleys and the urban developments (Fumagalli,
2000: 73).
This research aims to look at the topical relation between infrastructure and landscape
rather from a different perspective, in which the so called “infrastructural monuments”
(MIT Center for Advanced Urbanism, 2016) or “megastructures” (Banham, 1976), are
inextricably linked with the produced “monumental invisible ground movements”: broad
excavated earth’s volumes, often not acknowledged and not easy to recognize, spread
as spoils inside the nearest territories. Indeed only the Gotthard axis construction, which
consists of two single track tubes around 40 metres apart linked to each other by cross-
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passages, originated more than 13.3 million of cubic meters of excavated material (earth
and rocks): the equivalent of five Cheops pyramids of inert waste (Fabbri, 2004: 12) , a
kind of a present reference to the monumental mount Athos envisioned by Dinocrate for
Alexander the Great and described by Plutarco (Backhaus and Murungi, 2009: 117).
Among this enormous spoil amount, only the high-grade materials could have been
reused for producing concrete and shotcrete aggregates (46 per cent), while a
considerable surplus was destined for the so called “recultivation requirements”, like
environmental restorations or filling for cultivation, inside landscape.
The current European Directive 2008/98/CE implies the recycling of at least the 70% of
inert waste deriving from construction sites, in the attempt to exit from a “cradle to grave”
process (Braungart and McDonough, 2009: 27) to face social, ecological, economic
sustainability; moreover, one of the main purposes of the new NRLA flat rail route,
besides the aim to create a more efficient and safe European north-south transit
connection, is to enhance environmentally compatible transports (AlpTransit Gotthard
AG, 2017: 249) to protect the Alpine territories and beautiful panoramas. Following this
premises, some urgent questions rise: how to shape this monumental amount of earth
inside landscape? How can we intervene, through landscape architecture?

Recognition and interpretation
Perception and participation: discovering unnoticed relationships
Depots are historically moving a collective imagination about the idea of landscape.
Nowadays there is a widespread relevant contradiction between how inert waste depots
affect everyday, familiar landscape, urban settlements, small historical villages, natural
protected areas and the fact that they are frequently concealed, not designed, closed to
the people for long time and excluded from the social life and experience. Earth depots
indeed often give rise to public debates and to a controversial idea of landscape,
sometime linked to a sense of beautiful picturesque panoramas completely ruined by the
earth depots, other times of an idea of disrupted ecology or of a presumed original
topography disturbingly altered by the building activities, very rarely they are perceived
as challenging opportunity inside an endlessly changeable nature.
Some exceptions, from the Guadalupe River Park by Hargreaves to Hiriya reclamation
by Peter Latz, introduce examples of new design approaches, that overcome the
required simple earth dislocation in a (supposed) environmentally-compatible way.
The Stettbacher Allmend, in the Zurich outskirts, was used from 1989 as a
compensatory area to collect ca. 500000 cubic meters of molasse rock coming from the
excavation of the tunnel through Mount Zürchberg. The first purpose was to recreate
new sporting area arranged on the existing plain raised by about three metres with the
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spoil. After the depots, however, geobotanists recognised a similarity with an ice-age
terminal moraine, because of the natural erosion forms of the sterile soil material, and it
was decided to not carry out any planting, leaving the untouched deposited ground to
natural succession, to natural erosion of water and pioneering advance of vegetation.
These spontaneous character, the preserved biodiversity of the flora and the overall
artificial naturalness have increased together with a gradual possession of the waste
empty space by people, since the depots has become a successful experiment of selfmanagement by the inhabitants and still is considered a peculiar recreational area inside
the city.
This approach indicates an attempt to not hide waste material, but rather to attribute it a
new value founded on a cultural, as well as ecological approach that is not purely based
on camouflage or environmental restoration: a chance to “view the fragility of the planet
and its resources as an opportunity for speculative design innovations, rather than as a
form of technical legitimation for promoting conventional solutions” (Mostaffavi and
Doherty 2016: 17).
Construction sites and depots
The present investigation thus considers broad construction sites related to the
AlpTransit, like the Faido access tunnel area, the Sigirino or the Sedrun installation area,
where the earth is excavated, dropped and moved within a complex management
system, following the construction dynamism of the tunnelling intervention, to search for
strategies and thoughts behind earth movements and to scrutinize possible landscape
design solutions in earth final depots procedures.
The need for great areas for intermediate temporary storages, for embankments or for
spoil processing plants, together with a required flexibility and the amply dimensioned
material management system, explain the reason of the exceptional extension and size
of the AlpTransit building sites. However, if one considers the large technical NRLA
project documentation, with rare exceptions like the Sigirino depots intervention,
designed by Atelier Girot together with the ETH landscape students using georeferenced point cloud models (Girot et al., 2013), it will be quite difficult to find a
complete landscape drawing of the entire construction sites, as the available official
AlpTransit railway project representation (sections, schemes plans, maps...) is almost
technical (between engineering and geologic drawings) and quite abstract, without a
detailed site-contextualization. On the contrary, an overall drawing of the construction or
working sites could be relevant, in particular considering how this moving-ground spaces
powerfully enter in relation with environmentally and topographically significant places,
interact with rivers, agricultural fields, pre-existing motorways or touch critical urban
settlements. Within few kilometres, in the Tessin region, many different scenarios come
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into sight, as the “Buzza di Biasca” depots, which collects, thanks to a TBM excavated
transportation tunnel and a conveyer belt system more than 3.5 km long, about 6 million
tons of debris in a narrow mountainous valley from the Gotthard southern portal in Bodio,
or the near Vezia south portal for the Ceneri tunnel, integrated inside a densely built up
district in the suburb of Lugano. Nevertheless, it is clear that different solutions and
design approaches should be used for such a broad context and important sites
diversity.
For all these specific, different cases, the constructions sites temporal maps (fig.5) and
the topographical drawings (fig.6, fig. 7) become not only a way to recognize the new
ground as the substratum of the present structure and identity of the site, but also to
project the site, with its renewed ground, toward the future, integrating it to the context
and to its new possible shapes.
The investigation subsequently takes into consideration the landscape resulting after the
infrastructure construction end, observing the deep transformations of the territory and
changes of involved sites. The Sedrun intermediate attack location, for example,
occupied more than 20 hectares near a small touristic alpine village in the Graubünden
Canton to allow the realization of emergency stopping stations and the excavation of the
Gotthard Base Tunnel during a remarkably long period of about 20 years. After the
completion of the infrastructural intervention, the previous topography of the site resulted
highly altered. In particular, since the tunnel construction generated more excavated soil
than planned, it was decided to create an artificial lake on the top of the depots and to
open it to the population, thanks to a landscape design intervention that takes advantage
from the new morphology of the hilly landscape.

Moving ground
searching for design solutions
The Lac da Claus in Sedrun is only one of the first different landscape interventions that
the AlpTransit construction activity left behind.
If in Erstfeld, Canton Uri, about 3.3 million tons of lower quality aggregates were
transported by train and then by ship to be used to fill the mouth of the river Reuss to
promote the natural process of depositing the delta of the river, differently in Sigirino the
entire volume of non-hazardous material is deposited against the existing slopes of
Ferrino Mountain, near the construction site, in such a manner that several steps are
created and greened up, first and foremost according to environmental guidelines and to
the aim of reproduce a form as close to nature as possible, thanks to high technological
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methods of site representation and efficient construction techniques (the depots will be
the most high Swiss artificial mountain).
The research therefore, through the selection of relevant study cases, highlights three
main different but interlacing topical approaches as evidence of a gradual transformation
and an increasing effective methodology (from the concept to the executive design
phase) linked to rethinking the ground and inert waste.
•

The reconstructed ecology, in a completely artificial environment, means a

design intervention that reuses excavated soil on the basis of the fundamental codes of
natural phenomena and processes, and requires the reintroduction of specific,
morphological elements of the environment that cover an essential role in the
functionality of the ecosystem. In this sense landscape design shifts “from thinking in
terms of a stable nature and a destabilizing humanity to working with an unstable and
changing nature” toward a “constructed ecology” (Grose, 2017: 13-14).
•

The topological approach, implies, through high-technological experimentations

as robotic modeling of the grounds or highly efficient earth management systems the
opening of the site to spatial and temporal transformations and to a deeper metabolic
relation with the environment.
•

The cultural awareness – or cultur-scapes – searches for a deeper

understanding of landscape and its resources, and acts by design to transform the site
thanks to a sculptural interpretation, staging its irretrievably vanishing, tampered, fragile
aspect. Earthworks are no more conceived as a mere passive object inside a Kantian
natural beauty to be redeemed, but rather elements than can nourish both the design
meaning and the materic character of the landscape intervention (Braae, 2015; Rocca,
2006: 10).

Conclusion
The research is intended as an instrument to interpret and deepen the compositional,
strategic meaning of moving ground actions inside the contemporary landscape design
process.
Conclusions at this point of the research are intermediate, since the investigation is still
in progress, however, the main objectives could be summarized as follows:
•

to foster a critical attention to the understanding of the landscape spaces

resulting from ground movements during construction activities of infrastructures and to
witness the effects of contemporary constructive actions on landscapes.
•

To claim the strategic value of design as a mean to find creative solutions

between formal structures (revealing contemporary figurative and symbolic value of the
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ground) and functional requirements (as reuse of earth, reduction of C&D inert waste,
optimization of construction sites in landscape, valorisation of new ecologies).
•

To evidence how landscape design interventions can inspire technical and ethical

changes in infrastructures construction fields and vice versa.
•

To reflect on how, millennia after first ancestral earth mounds, earthworks inside

landscape could today become part of a continuously renewed sublime collective
imagination.
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Figure 2: Excavation in a construction site, Switzerland
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Figure 3: Teorethical Framework
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Figure 4: Topographical drawing, Piano di Magadino
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Figure 5: Costant Motion: Sigirino construction site (work-in-progress)
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Figure 6: Sigirino depots, topographical investigation (work-in-progress)
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Figure 7: Sigirino depots, topographical investigation (work-in-progress)
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